Abstract. The number of cycles of length k that can be generated by q-ary n-stage feedback shift-registers is studied. This problem is equivalent to nding the number of cycles of length k in the natural generalization, from binary to q-ary digits, of the so-called de Bruijn-Good graphs 2, 7]. The number of cycles of length k in the q-ary graph G (q) n of order n is denoted by (q) 
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Introduction
The n-th order q-ary de Bruijn-Good graph G (q) n 7, 11] , sometimes in the literature also simply called de Bruijn graph, is the graph of all states and all possible state transitions of a q-ary n-stage feedback shift-register 12]. G (q) n is hence a directed graph on q n vertices labelled with q-ary n-tuples (b 0 ; b 1 ; : : : ; b n?1 ), b i 2 f0; : : : ; q?1g, with q n+1 directed edges such that each vertex (b 0 ; b 1 ; : : : ; b n?1 ) has q edges directed out to (b 1 ; : : : ; b n?1 ; x), for x 2 f0; : : : ; q?1g, and q edges directed in from (y; b 0 ; : : : ; b n?2 ), for y 2 f0; : : : ; q?1g. The de Bruijn-Good graphs are not only of theoretical interest in graph theory and combinatorics, but investigating them seems to be of practical use as well. The property that the number of edges leaving and entering a vertex is constant for all vertices is of interest when the de Bruijn-Good graphs are considered as interconnection networks. Another interesting property is that the diameter of G (q) n is minimal and equal to n, i.e., there exists a (directed) path of length at most n from every vertex to every other vertex. The powerful structure of the de Bruijn-Good graphs, together with the fact that they admit simple routing strategies, suggest that they might be useful for the solution of certain interconnection problems arising in communication networks and multiprocessor systems 15]. Moreover, de Bruijn-Good graphs are of interest in other research areas, for instance in cryptography 6, 10, 14, 24] where one of the problems considered is the generation of randomlooking pseudo-random sequences to be used as the keystream in so-called additive stream ciphers. One popular way of generating these sequences is by the use of nonlinear feedback shift-registers whose state transition diagram is for every particular feedback function a subgraph of the de Bruijn-Good graph. This aim of this paper is to treat some structural aspects of these de BruijnGood graphs. We remark that de Bruijn graphs are sometimes further generalized 8, 15 ] to graphs having arbitrarily many vertices (not only powers of q), but such generalizations will not be considered in this paper.
For the special case of binary de Bruijn-Good graphs (i.e., q = 2), previous authors have treated the problems of counting the number of Hamiltonian cycles of maximal length 2 n 7], generating these maximal length cycles (called de Bruijn sequences) 10], counting the number (2) (n; k) of cycles of a certain length k 2, 3, 23] and determining the maximal number of disjoint cycles into which G (2) n can be decomposed 12, 17, 21] . The binary case is of special interest because it is best suited for implementations in digital electronics. When dealing with binary graphs we will omit the superscript (2) and use the notations G n , (n; k) and k consistent with 2] instead. The graphs G 1 ; G 2 ; G 3 ; G 4 ; G are shown in Figure 1 . In Section 2 we summarize some known results about G n , generalize some of them to the q-ary graphs G (q) n , and present some extensive tables of (q) (n; k) and, in particular, of (n; k). We hope that these tables, which extend much beyond the tables previously available in the literature, will be of use to researchers interested in the combinatorial problem of nding exact expressions for (q) (n; k).] Section 3 introduces the main results of the paper, namely the asymptotically tight, but for every k and n valid, lower and upper bounds on (q) (n; k). In Section 4 we give some approximations for (q) (n; k). 
Known Results and New Numerical Data
Similarly, we de ne the recursive complexity of a q-ary cycle c, denoted by D(c), as the recursive complexity of any one of the k corresponding sequences with period k or, equivalently, as the smallest integer n such that c is contained in G The basic problem treated in de Bruijn's 1946 paper 7], which introduced the binary graphs G n , is the determination of the number of Hamiltonian cycles of length 2 n . de Bruijn proved that (n; 2 n ) = 2 to k. Bryant and Christensen 2] also proved that, for k > 5, (k ? 3; k) = k ? 2 k;2 + 2, where k;r is de ned to be the number of integers l < k satisfying (k; l) r, where (:; :) denotes the greatest common divisor of the two enclosed integers. (n + 1) in G n , namely, if n < k (n; k) in the following section. The fact that there exists a primitive polynomial of every positive degree over every nite eld (see 19]) allows one to prove, by arguments similar to those used in 4], that for q a prime power there exist cycles of every length k q n in G (q) n , i.e., that (q) (n; k) > 0 for 1 k q n :
Essentially, one has to prove that the cycle of (for linear feedback maximal) length q n ?1 generated by a linear feedback shift register with a primitive feedback polynomial 19] can be shortened to any length between 1 and q n ? 1 by modifying only 2 entries in the function table of the linear feedback function. This follows from the fact that the digitwise sum of any two phases of such a linear maximal-period sequence is again another phase of the same sequence. We conjecture, but yet are unable to prove, that (7) holds for every q 2, not only for prime powers. In order to assist those working on the di cult combinatorial problem of counting cycles in the de Bruijn-Good graphs G (q) n , and as a reference for later work on the subject, we present some tables of (n; k) and (q) (n; k) which extend much beyond the tables given in 2]. The compilation of these tables required several dozen hours of computation time by an optimized program on a VAX-8600 computer. In particular, the complete lists of the number of cycles of all lengths are given for G 1 ? G 6 (tables Ia-Id), G (table IV) . It seems to be computationally completely infeasible to compute (and mathematically too di cult to derive) the complete list for any other de Bruijn-Good graph. Some of the entries in table Ib are taken from 5], where (n; k) is tabulated for k 26 and n 26. Table Ia is given below, all remaining tables are summarized in Appendix B. Horizontal (vertical) arrows indicate that all remaining entries in that row (column) are constant and take on the value of the table entry the arrow points away from. kq k?n : (8) For n = 8, this bound is shown in Figure 2 as a dotted line. The following corollary illustrates that virtually all cycles of length k have recursive complexity less than 2 log q k + x where x is a small constant.
Corollary to Theorem 1: For every k 1 and for every real number x > 0, (q) (d2 log q k + xe; k) ( (10) Furthermore, by using (2), (1) (11) The corollary follows by dividing both sides of (10) by (q) k , replacing the resulting term k (q) k in the denominator by q k ? kq k=2 and dividing numerator and denominator by q k .
2
We now turn to the problem of upper bounding (q) (n; k). A necessary condition for a k-tuple s = s 0 ; : : : ; s k?1 to correspond to a cycle with recursive complexity less than n, i.e., D( s 0 ; : : : ; s k?1 ]) < n, is that no two of the bk=nc n-tuples, resulting by cutting s into nonoverlapping n-tuples (s 0 ; : : : ; s n?1 ) up to (s (bk=nc?1)n ; : : : ; s bk=ncn?1 ) and a \tail" s bk=ncn ; : : : ; s k?1 , disagree in the last digit only. Note that the n-tuples need not necessarily be distinct. Here b:c denotes the greatest integer smaller or equal to the enclosed number. Let R (q) (n; t) be de ned as the number of sequences of t q-ary n-tuples that satisfy the condition (in the sequel called condition C) that no two n-tuples disagree in the last digit only. Then the number of q-ary ktuples satisfying the above condition is given by q k?tn R (q) (n; bk=nc) since the length of the tail is k ? tn and the tail digits can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence the number of cycles with recursive complexity less than n, i.e., less or equal to n ? 1, is upper bounded by (q) (n?1; k) 1 k q k?tn R (q) (n; bk=nc): (12) In order to derive an upper bound on R (q) (n; t), we partition the set of sequences of t n-tuples satisfying condition C into t subsets according to the number of distinct n-tuples they contain. Let R (q) (n; t; r) be the number of sequences of t q-ary n-tuples that satisfy condition C and that contain exactly r distinct n-tuples. Then, obviously, R (q) (n; t) = t X r=1 R (q) (n; t; r): (13) In the sequel a recursive equation for R (q) (n; t; r) is derived that will be used later to derive an upper bound on R (q) (n; t). Given a sequence of t?1 n-tuples satisfying condition C and containing exactly i distinct n-tuples(1 i t?1), a sequence of t n-tuples still satisfying condition C can be obtained either by adding an n-tuple that already occurred (i possibilities), or by adding an n-tuple that does not agree with any of the t?1 n-tuples in the rst n?1 digits. For this second case there are (q n?1 ?i)q possibilities since the number of choices for the rst n?1 digits and for the last digit are q n?1 ?i and q, respectively. In the rst case the number of distinct n-tuples remains constant, but in the second case it is increased by 1 to i+1. R (q) (n; t; r) is thus given recursively as R (q) (n; t; r) = r R (q) (n; t?1; r) + q n ?q(r?1)] R (q) (n; t?1; r?1) (14) with the trivial initial condition R (q) (n; t; 1) = q n for n 1 and t 1 and with the convention that R (q) (n; t; r) = 0 for r 0 and r > t. It is proved in appendix A that the solution of this recursion satis es the following upper bound. (15) The following lemma is also proved in appendix A by application of Lemma 1 and equation (13 
Theorem 2 is now an immediate consequence of inequality (12), applied to (q) (n; k) instead of (q) (n?1; k), and of Lemma 2, for which the terms in the exponent expression are reordered. 
Note that for a xed x (and xed q), if k ! 1 (which implies that n ! 1 as well), then tq ?n ! 0, (d2 log q k?2 log q log q k?xe; k) (q) k exp ? 1 8 q x?1 (1 ? 1=q) (22) and lim inf k!1 (q) (d2 log q k + xe; k) (q) k 1 ? 1 2 q ?x (23) In particular, for every positive-valued function f(k) with lim k!1 f(k) = 1 (e.g. f(k) = log q log q log q k), lim k!1 (q) (n(k); k) (q) k = 0 for n(k) = b2 log q k ? 2 log q log q k ? f(k)c; and
Theorem 3 demonstrates that the recursive complexity of virtually all of the (q) k q-ary cycles of length k is within a very small interval of width roughly 2 log q log q k and located close to 2 log q k.
Approximations for
(q) (n; k) For investigating the global behaviour of (n; k) it is advantageous to use a logarithmic scale. The plots of log 2 k and log 2 (n; k) for 3 n 8 are shown in Figure 2 . From the fact that the curves in Figure 2 are close to linear in certain ranges it is obvious that for n 5 the following approximation holds for wide ranges of k-values: log 2 (n; k) 2 log 2 (n; k?1) ? log 2 (n; k? 2) which is equivalent to (n; k) (n; k?1)
For almost all values of k, this approximation is slightly greater than the actual value, which means that the curves k ! log 2 (n; k) are almost everywhere concave, with exceptions at both ends of the interval 1; 2 n ]. Another good approximation for n 5 for the range 2n k 2 n=4 is log 2 (n; k) 1 2 log 2 (n?1; k) + k ] which is equivalent to
These approximations for (n; k) also hold for (q) (n; k) as can be veri ed by inspection of tables IIa, IIb and III.
Conclusions
The problem of enumerating the number (q) (n; k) of cycles of length k in the generalized de Bruijn-Good graphs G (q) n has been treated by an approach that is more statistical than combinatorial. Asymptotically-tight lower and upper bounds on (q) (n; k) have been derived that imply that the recursive complexity of virtually all cycles of length k is very close to 2 log q k, where the recursive complexity of a cycle is de ned as the length of the shortest feedback shiftregister that can generate it or, equivalently, as the smallest order n of a de Bruijn-Good graph G (q) n in which it occurs. Similar asymptotically-tight lower and upper bounds as given in Theorem 3 can be derived 20] for the number of nite q-ary sequences of length k having recursive complexity less than d2 log q k?2 log q log q k?xe or greater than d2 log q k + xe, respectively. Extending the summation from s = 0 to 1 cannot reduce the sum (because the terms are positive) and transforms it into the power series expansion of expf 1 
